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Abstract
This paper discusses the security implications when using the various wireless protocols and includes
demonstrations of attacks on WEP and WPA2 networks. This document aims to highlight the risks
wireless technologies present and explain how these risks can be countered to safeguard networks
and data. This paper focuses on war driving attacks, WEP and WPA wireless access protocols,
weaknesses in WPS (WiFi Protected Setup), rogue access points and evil twin attacks.
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Introduction
In 2007, TJX (a company that owns T.K. Maxx (in the UK), Marshalls, HomeGoods and A.J. Wright)
admitted that hackers had been stealing data via wireless networks for at least 18 months before
they were discovered. The attackers had obtained access via an insecure deployment of wireless
networks in two retail facilities in Miami and stole information including over 45 million credit and
debit card details. Analysts have estimated the cost of the breach to be over $8.6 billion in fines,
legal costs and brand reputational damage. The real truth is that wireless networks were being
exploited long before this very public case and still remain a threat to many organisations today.
Being aware of the risks and implementing secure protocols and clients is the key to safeguarding
your network assets. This document aims to highlight the risks wireless technologies present and
explain how you can circumvent these risks to safeguard your networks.

Open WiFi Networks
'Open' or unencrypted wireless networks are publicly available networks that anyone, within range
of the access point, can connect to. This represents an opportunity for an attacker to join the
network, scan for accessible target hosts/networks and use Internet bandwidth if traffic can be
routed this way. With a powerful directional Yagi antenna, the attacker can eavesdrop on network
traffic from up to several miles away.
Open wireless networks are often created to provide a backup or test Internet connection for IT
department personnel. However, if the connecting device (e.g. a corporate laptop) can be
compromised from a local network perspective (i.e. the laptop is missing critical security patches and
has no firewall turned on) then an attacker can potentially join the open network, compromise the
laptop and install backdoor software. If this laptop was then plugged into the main corporate
network, the attacker would then be able to identify and attack critical internal servers e.g. active
directory and database servers (via the backdoor software) and potentially take full control of the
Windows network by gaining Domain Administrator privileges.
An attacker may also be able to access internal networks without compromising connected devices.
The wireless network may be part of the corporate network by design (a very questionable network
design though) or there may be a mis-configuration of some description that the client is not aware
of. ReactionIS have discovered many such misconfigurations and have helped clients rectify the
issues. We would always suggest performing a sanity check from unsecured wireless networks (just
in case someone has bridged the networks somehow) by port scanning your internal IP ranges from
the wireless network. If DHCP is enabled on the network, the IP addresses of the DHCP and DNS
servers should be investigated. If they are configured with internal IP addresses then there may be
network bridging which should be further investigated.
Open wireless networks can easily be detected by a range of software programs including the
standard Windows wireless zero configuration utility, kismet, NetStumbler and inSSIDer all of which
will be covered later in this document. In an attack known as ‘war driving’, hackers roam around
built-up areas in vehicles capturing wireless signals. Often the traffic is logged and GPS signals can
used to identify the locations of the networks.
The following screenshot shows the program inSSIDer identifying open wireless networks:
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Connecting to open wireless networks can also open the door to evil twin attacks (see section
below).

WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy)
WEP was the first encryption algorithm designed for 802.11 wireless networks. The basic concept
was to achieve a data confidentiality level equivalent to that of a traditional wired network. WEP
uses an encryption key of 10 or 26 hexadecimal digits (using 64-bit and 128-bit WEP encryption keys
respectively). However serious defects were identified in the protocol early on which could allow an
attacker within range to crack the encryption key and gain full access to the network.
WEP uses an RC4 stream cipher with initialisation vectors (IV's). IV's should never be repeated but
since the WEP IV is only 24 bits in length, this is insufficient to prevent a repeated IV and opens up
the protocol to a 'related key attack'. In fact, WEP IV's repeat every 5000 packets with a 50%
probability.
Cracking the encryption key is easily achieved using publicly available wireless tools such as the
Aircrack-ng suite, as will now be demonstrated. After the wireless card is put into monitor mode by
running Airmon-ng, the data can be captured by Airodump-ng. This will then show the wireless
networks picked up by the adapter and list the security protocols enabled (if any). The screenshot
below shows a demonstration WEP network setup with a SSID of ‘ReactionIS’:
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For a successful attack, about 20,000 data packets (containing IV’s) are needed. The attacker can sit
and wait for this data (which on a low usage network could take weeks) or pro-actively generate
traffic using the aireplay-ng tool. Aireplay-ng captures ARP packets and replays them forcing the
access point to send out a data packet containing an ARP response and an IV. Airodump-ng should
then be setup to capture the generated IV’s so that they can be cracked offline later. The packet
injection with aireplay-ng looks like the following:

As can be seen, 54374 packets were injected at 500 packets per second. This increases the traffic
load on the network and when sufficient packets have been captured (as below) the cracking
process can begin.
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Aircrack-ng can be fed the packet dump file containing the IV’s and crack the secret key. The
screenshot below shows that the key is revealed in 1 second using the PTW (Pyshkin, Tews,
Weinmann) method!

The WEP protocol has further security concerns also. The secret key is shared across all users and
therefore there is no mechanism to revoke access to individual users and shared passwords are
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more likely to be disclosed to other people than personal passwords. Additionally, enabling WEP is
an optional configuration which leaves some wireless networks installed with no encryption at all.

WPA/WPA2 (WiFi Protected Access)
In response to the serious security flaws in WEP, the WiFi Alliance developed the WPA protocol and
released it in 1999. WPA allows passwords of up to 63 characters (WEP only allowed 10 hex
characters for 64-bit operation and 26 characters for 128-bit mode). WPA relies on TKIP (Temporal
Key Integrity Protocol) for encryption which improved on WEP by generating a new key for each
packet and therefore designed to be invulnerable to the types of attack seen on the WEP protocol. A
message integrity check was also implemented to prevent packet injection attacks but unfortunately
the algorithm, although stronger than CRC used in WEP, was not sufficient to prevent security
researchers from demonstrating packet injection and spoofing type attacks.
Several more attacks on TKIP led to Martin Beck publishing details of a proof-of-concept discovery
that can decrypt all network traffic directed at a particular client. This rendered the TKIP protocol to
be insecure for wireless communications.
However, WPA was only intended to be a stop-gap until a more secure version, fully compliant with
the IEEE 802.11i was released (WPA2). WPA2 was made widely available from 2004 and the
encryption protocol used CCMP (based on AES in 256-bit mode) which is currently considered to
have strong encryption security.
Authentication Mechanisms
There are two authentication mechanisms available with the WPA protocols (1 & 2) – personal and
enterprise. Personal mode (often referred to as WPA-PSK) relies on a pre-shared key in a similar
fashion to WEP but allowing full ASCII passwords up to 63 characters in length. However, as with any
password authentication mechanism, WPA-PSK is vulnerable to brute-force attacks on short pass
phrases.
The following screenshot shows a captured WPA pre-shared key handshake packet. This can then be
brute forced offline depending on the password strength. The screenshot below shows the captured
handshake packet using the airodump-ng tool:
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The following screenshot shows the handshake being cracked using aircrack-ng with a dictionary
attack:

Enterprise mode authentication implements IEEE 802.1x (sometimes called just ‘dot one x’) which
supports various EAP authentication protocols including mutual certificate authentication and
provides protection against man-in-the-middle attacks and brute-force attacks on pre-shared keys.
802.1x authentication is currently considered to be very robust in terms of security.
WiFi Protected Setup (or WPS)
WPS was designed as a security measure to ensure that a person wanting to connect to the wireless
network had physical access to the access point and had knowledge of a PIN code (usually printed on
the reverse of the device). A user wanting to connect to the wireless network using WPS has to push
a button and then enter the PIN code before access to the network is granted.
In theory this appears to improve security by introducing a second factor (physical access) to the
authentication process. However, WPS also introduces the “external registrar” authentication
mechanism which only requires knowledge of the PIN code. Unfortunately security researchers
discovered that only the first four digits of the eight digit PIN reducing the keyspace from 100 million
to 11,000 after it was discovered that one of the first four digits was a checksum value (user
calculable).
Several tools have been released to bruteforce the WPS PIN code including wpscrack and Reaver
both by Stefan Viehbӧck.
The wpscrack tool is written in Python and requires only the target AP mac, the target SSID and
client mac:
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WPSCRACK USAGE:
iwconfig mon0 channel X
./wpscrack.py --iface mon0 --client 94:0c:6d:88:00:00 --bssid
f4:ec:38:cf:00:00 --ssid testap –v

In practise, it has been observed that WPS implementations do not always enforce encryption and
can allow unencrypted transmissions across the network often without the client’s knowledge.
ReactionIS recommends disabling and switching off any WPS features where applicable.

Rogue Access Points
Rogue access points providing a direct link onto the internal corporate network could be installed by
an attacker with physical access to the building or by a rogue employee or as a security bypass by IT
staff. Either way, a wireless access point with a direct link onto the internal network presents a
security threat if weak protocols have been employed and possibly indicates a physical security
breach. An attacker may seek to install a rogue access point as a ‘backdoor’ into the network instead
of having to maintain a physical presence in the building which represents a larger risk to the
attacker. Using powerful antennae it could be possible to access the network from up to several
miles away.
ReactionIS recommends regular scanning for rogue access points within your organisation. Tools like
inSSIDer or Network Stumbler can be used to identify suspicious wireless networks and locate the
base station.

Evil Twin Attacks
The default wireless utility for Windows and Macintosh machines sends out probes for known
networks (where the ‘connect automatically’ option has been selected). This functionality can be
abused by an attacker who can monitor the wireless networks and capture these probe packets.
ReactionIS consultants often observe corporate laptops probing for previously used home and
airport wireless networks. If these stored networks are unencrypted the attacker can setup an evil
twin attack (using a fake access point) and the probing client will then automatically connect. The
attacker can then scan the client machine for vulnerable services and weak passwords.
The screenshot below shows airodump-ng being used to identify probing wireless clients with no
currently associated network:
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The attacker can then setup a fake AP using airbase-ng (here, we have used ReactionISTESTAP for
the SSID name):

The attacker then sets up a DHCP server and waits for the probing client to connect:
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The client has connected and can now be tested for vulnerabilities (port scan results follow):

The wireless client is often plugged into the corporate network whilst probing for historic wireless
networks. If the attacker can gain access to the probing client then he/she will have direct access to
the corporate network and can start to attack critical internal machines. It is also possible to use
‘deauthentication’ attacks to force wireless clients to disconnect from their network and reconnect
to the fake access point.

Conclusion
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In conclusion, there are many ‘real world’ attacks that can have devastating effects on wireless
implementations. Care needs to be taking when designing and implementing wireless networks that
the risks and consequences are known before deployment. Reaction recommends a program of
regular penetration testing of operation wireless networks to ensure that no security weaknesses
are present or have been introduced since the last audit.
Key Recommendations
 ReactionIS recommends disabling and switching off any WPS features where applicable.
 Do not deploy or use Open wireless networks or WEP or WPA with TKIP.
 Do use WPA2-Enterprise encryption where possible, or failing that WPA2 pre-shared key
with a strong password (greater than 20 characters).
 Prevent Windows/Mac laptops with wireless cards from connecting to the corporate
network (or remove the wireless cards from the laptops).
 Ensure wireless isolation (where a wireless laptop cannot be simultaneously connected to
wireless and wired networks) so that a compromised wireless client does not turn into a
compromised corporate network.
 Ensure that your network has no rogue access points installed.
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